
Case Study
Summary:
The following case study will give an insight into working on a campaign to
increase brand awareness at the retail pet stores in 5 metropolitan cities in
India. This campaign led to an increase in sales of the product by 200% in
these 5 HQ’s.

In this case study, we will look at the benefits of creating out of blue guerilla
campaigns that can benefit in the short run.

Company Brief:
This case study belongs to Natural Remedies Pvt. Ltd., Pet Division. Natural
Remedies believes that Nature is the most vital part of our lives, as it is
necessary for building a healthy ecosystem. We must understand its
importance, how it can help us, and how we can help it.

We at NRPL solely believed in harnessing nature and applying science for
health and happiness. We believed that nature is sustainable and has the
power and solutions to be so, as we continue our rigorous research to find new
solutions that will benefit you as well as the environment. This continuous
development helps make healthcare a�ordable and feeds into our mission of
providing value for money and happiness to all. Presently, our products
include medicines and supplements for Companion animals, Cattle, Sheep,
Goat, Poultry, and even Aquatic life.

Challenges Faced:
In this scenario biggest challenge we faced is that we had launched a new
product “Fresh Me Up” which was a waterless cleanser for pets and according
to our market research the product we had launched had a major unfulfilled
demand which wasn’t being fulfilled by any brand and sales expectations were
very high.

The challenge we faced was that consumers didn’t understand the product
o�ering of Fresh Me Up. Even though it solved the problem, the customers
didn’t understand the product benefits, which was hindering the sales of the
product. So we decided to work towards educating the customers about the
product and then making them buy the product at the same moment.



Solutions:
1. Our team made the videos in 2D animation and posted them on our

social media channels. In this, we made a product description video in
which the whole of product usage was explained.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaGOAOkdEdg

2. We also worked with 3 influencers on the campaign to increase the
awareness of the product by asking them to use the product and give a
review about our product and post it. We also gave them a product
discount code to give to their followers which gave sales boost in the
next month online by 80%.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEgkuMzq1_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7sa_08hMYI

https://www.instagram.com/p/CE4A8X5lZOB/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaGOAOkdEdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEgkuMzq1_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7sa_08hMYI
https://www.instagram.com/p/CE4A8X5lZOB/


https://www.instagram.com/p/CCjJxFfpK0n/?igshid=15g357oegou00

3. In this, we also created an online demo set for a product demo at the
retail store simultaneously when the online campaigns were being run.
In the demo display, we highlighted the product benefits and made sure
the product benefits were highlighted on the unit and we made it
attractive enough to be noticed by the walk-in customers.

Learnings
1. The first learning of the case study was however good the product we

make we need to make sure that the product benefits and o�erings are
communicated well with the customers.

2. Influencers are a great way to explain product benefits to the customers.

3. Sales get a great boost in sales when product demonstrations are
conducted in stores.

4. We can create good marketing campaigns without spending too much
on them in terms of money but spending time on brainstorming is a very
critical part of any good marketing campaign.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCjJxFfpK0n/?igshid=15g357oegou00



